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Chapter I 

Organization Profile 

1.1 Background: 

After the end of  7th semester, various company visited to our college for the 

placement of the student, one such company was cognizant, due to my good fortune, 

I was selected for Gen-C profile, after selected as Gen-C, I was offered a internship 

program by the cognizant before the full time role and completing internship is 

necessary for the full time role in the cognizant. The internship was of around 12 

weeks containing various sessions, webinar, online udemy courses, assessment and 

project. 

Cognizant is the top IT company in the india, and major IT company in US. 

Cognizant employees around 3 lakh employee and recruit around 20 thousand fresh 

people every year from india. Cognizant also hires from different country across the 

globe. 

Cognizant offers various role in the company like develop, Designer, Tester and 

Manager in the company, but, before becoming the associate every person should 

complete the intern period and after the intern period there is one year of probation 

period in the company for the associate to join the company. 

Cognizant also provide stipend during the internship period which is around 12 

thousand per month to the interns pursing internship in the internship. 

But, the total amount comes in persons hand is 10800 only because 1200 get cuts for 

the purpose related to the tax. 

The internship period varies and depends on the roles, which the intern gets, like 

someone who got developer profile, for them internship period will be of around 4-5 

months and for the quality insurance , it might varies from 5-6 month. 

The domain allocation is random in the cognizant for the interns, but sometime its 

depends on the assimilation test also, the person who got higher marks in assimilation 

test , will have higher chances to get better profile or domain and it also depends on 

the first come first serve basis. 
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1.2 Mission, vision, values and objectives 

Mission – Cognizant mission is to train every fresh person who got selected in to the 

cognizant. Cognizant provide internship to every person who got selected in the 

cognizant. 

Every year cognizant train college fresh out student in bulk number before giving 

them the associate role. This recruit happens from all college over the india. 

Cognizant spends much time,effort and money in training the intern before giving them 

the actual work and before them to work in the real environment. 
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Vision -  The cognizant vision is to trainer every fresh out student recruited form the 

college no matter from which college the persons comes. 

Values 

The values of the organization are as follows: 

   Valuing People 

We believe that our success depends first and foremost on people. By respecting 

people in everything we do, we will develop and maintain high quality, mutually 

beneficial relationships with our clients, professional colleagues, referral sources, 

vendors, community members and each other. 

   Building Client Relationships 

We seek to earn long-term client loyalty by developing a deep understanding of 

each client's business and personal goals, by demonstrating unwavering reliability 

and integrity in our work and by acting as an independent and objective advisor to 

our clients. 

   Upholding Quality and Integrity 

We will maintain an environment where a commitment to quality, honesty, 

respect, fairness and professional ethics governs the actions and decisions of 

everyone within our firm. 

Keys to Success: 

 

• Complete the work with full honesty. 

• Complete the work on time. 

• Complete the assessment. 

• Complete the project within schedule time. 

• Try to learn as much as possible from the SME, Trainer, mentor. 

• Open to learn anything taught. 
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Objectives: 

The objectives of Cognizant are: 

 
   The overall objective is to focus the activities towards its specialized services and 

to become a leader in this niche in the country. 

 Growth - To expand the business at a rate that is both challenging and 

manageable, serving the market with innovation and adaptability. 

 

1.3. Ice breaker 

 

Week 1: 

 Corporate induction. 

 Talent Manager connect. 

 Cognizant Agenda session on cores values. 

 Leaders Talk(Academy) and many more.. 

Week 2: 

 Behavior Skills. 

 Agile Workshop. 

 Devops Workshop. 

 Behavior session. 
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Chapter II 

 

 

Internship program sequence 

 

2.1 Stage 1 – Core Programming fundamentals 

 

I was inducted as a team member in my cohort then, this core programming 

fundamentals started, this core programming fundamentals consist of the certains 

weeks in which we have to learn various technology and do various hands-on and 

assessment during this core programming sequence. 

 

Week 1: 

 Web designing with HTML and CSS.  

 Javascript. 

 Behavioral Skills. 

In this week we all have to do is to compete udemy courses provided by the 

cognizant during the internship, complete the hands-ons, assessment(inmportant), 

and to complete the integrated capability test also. 

In the is week 1 we learned the designing part from scratch  with the help of the 

HTML5 and CSS and also Javascript.  

After we completed the online udemy courses, we did the hands-ons and completing 

the hands- on is mandatory for every interns and then, after completing the hands-ons 

we use to give assessment, a small test whose marks were taken into account, for the 

calculation of the in the final overall performance. 

The most important part of this week was covering all the basis aspects of the 

designing and learning html and css and javascript from scratch because learning 

html and css is very important in designing. 

It also covered integrating of html and css with the javascript to form proper 

webpage. 
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Below is the sample HTML and CSS, and Javascript Code. 
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Week 2: 

 Programming with Database. 

 Behavioral Skills 

In this week we all have to do is to compete udemy courses provided by the 

cognizant during the internship, complete the hands-ons, assessment(important), and 

to complete the integrated capability test also. 

In the is week 2 we learned the database part from scratch  with the help of the Mysql 

and Mysql queries.  

After we completed the online udemy courses, we did the hands-ons and completing 

the hands- on is mandatory for every interns and then, after completing the hands-ons 

we use to give assessment, a small test whose marks were taken into account, for the 

calculation of the in the final overall performance. 

The most important part of this week was covering all the basis aspects of the 

database and learning mysql and queries and database from scratch because learning 

mysql and queries is very important in database. 

It also covered integrating of html and css with the database to form proper webpage. 
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Below is the sample Mysql code. 
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Week 3,4,5: 

 Programming with java with jdbc 

 Behavioral skills 

 

In this week we all have to do is to compete udemy courses provided by the 

cognizant during the internship, complete the hands-ons, assessment(inmportant), 

and to complete the integrated capability test also. 

In the is week 2 we learned the core java part from scratch  with the help of the 

udemy courses and trainer guide queries.  

After we completed the online udemy courses, we did the hands-ons and completing 

the hands- on is mandatory for every interns and then, after completing the hands-ons 

we use to give assessment, a small test whose marks were taken into account, for the 

calculation of the in the final overall performance. 

The most important part of this week was covering all the basis aspects of the core 

java and learning JDBC and database connectivity with database from scratch 

because learning java and JDBC is very important in application development. 

It also covered integrating of Core java and JDBC with the database to form proper 

webpage. 

This part was very long because it was 3 week long, and we started from core java to 

advance java part also, connecting small core java with database through database 

connectivity or JDBC. 

This 3 weeks was very important because we learned very crucial things in this 3 

weeks, the most important ,that very developer should know for developing 

application. 

We did around 30 hands-ons in this part, thae hands-ons were very long and difficult 

in this part. 
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The most important thing in this 3 weeks was basics of core java. We learned core 

java from basics and covering all aspects of the java ,it’s features, it’s uses and how 

to develop an application from scratch with the help of the java and connecting with 

database through JDBC. 

JDBC was very important part in this 3 weeks because very application requires the 

database connectivity, and that’s only possible with the of the database connectivity 

through JDBC.  

We learned all aspects of the JDBC, all types of the Database connectivity and 

storing data in the tables in the database and also retrieving the data from the 

database using few lines of the codes. 

Connecting to the database is very crucial in the application development and also is 

the major part in the application development. 

Our trainer taught that 4 lines of code will we same in very code of JDBC, that 4 

lines should known to very java developer who is working with the application 

development. 

We also learned few packages which are very essential in connecting with the 

database and without that packages, it would we not possible to connect to the 

database. We also learned 4 types of database connectivity in the java application 

development. 

Below is the sample example of few lines of the codes to store data and retrieve from 

the table form database. 
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Above is the small code of database connectivity or JDBC code. 
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Week-5(continuity) 

Access type – 2 (Integrated capabilityTest) 

After completing few technologies we had Integrated capability test, in which we 

combine our all knowledge what we learned in past weeks like 

HTML,CSS,Javascript,Code java, JDBC, and try to solve whole long coding 

question. 

Integerated capability test is of 4 hours, which include all the things what we had 

learned till now. 

It consist of 1 coding question and require full knowledge of all the technologies and 

integrate that to solve the coding question. 

It’s a simple or medium size project, which we get as a question in the Integrated 

capability test within 4 hours. 

It contains the huge waitage in the overall perforamance, the overall performance is 

calculates as the average of the assessment, Integrated capability test, Bussiness unit 

score, Project score. 

We get two attempts to give the integrated capability test, if  we get failed in first 

attempt then, we get second attempt to give integrated capability test. 

And the second attempt is the last attempt to Integrated capability test because failing 

in the second attempt can lead to the termination of the offer said by the HR in the 

one session. 
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2.2 Stage 2 – Deep learnings 

Week 6: 

 Spring core,maven 

 

This is the second stage, deep learning the application development through the advance 

framework of the java. This is stage we learned Spring core and very basis of the spring 

framework. 

Maven was the most important part in this stage and is very crucial in the application 

development during the project, we learned the maven basic part related to application 

development. 

Maven and spring core both contribute a lot in developing great application with java, 

Maven is the most basic of the java application development and used in the real world 

project. 

Below is the sample Maven code. 
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Week 7,8: 

 Spring core 

 JUnit andMockito 

 Code quality 

 

In this part of time we had 2 weeks consist of the spring core, JUnit and mockito and code 

quality. 

In this we did Code testing online udemy course using the tools like JUnit and Mockito. 

We also learned the code quality, means how to increase the code quality of error code 

when some error is there in the code. 

In Spring core we learned the spring core framework of the java, how to develop the 

application without the use of the large length of the code, that’s means how can we do 

application development with less amount of the code. Spring framework helps us to use 

injections and dependencies. 

In spring framework we use constructor injection and setter injection for the access of the 

object or beans. 

Spring framework is very flexible and widely used in the industry for the application 

development in the field of the java. 

Next, we learned the JUnit in this part of the time which was related to the testing field , 

how to test the written code with junit tool. 

Junit is very and widely used testing tool, which require java code on which we can test 

the test cases through the junit. 

In Junit , J stands for the java, which means tool for the java code testing. So,Junit is 

widely used tool for the testing of the java code in real life project development and in the 

industry. 

We did the hands-ons of the spring,junit and mockito , which little difficult to do but, we 

completed that with in the given time frame. 
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Sample Spring core code. 
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Sample JUnit code.  
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Sample Mockito code. 
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Week 9: 

 Spring MVC 

 Spring boot 

 

In this part of the time we learned about the advance part of the spring, Spring MVC and 

Spring boot. 

Spring MVC(model,view, control) is most used and developer favoriate framework used 

in the real world for the application development. 

We learned the spring mvc form udemy course provided by the cognizant during the 

internship. 

Spring MVC comes under the advance framework of the java, now a days most of the 

application are being developed by the help of the spring mvc model. 

Spring boot is another framework of the java comes under the advance part of the java, to 

work with the spring boot, we need to have some basic knowledge of the core java and 

spring core to work with the spring boot. 
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Week-10 

Access type – 2 (Integrated capabilityTest) 

After completing few technologies we had Integrated capability test, in which we 

combine our all knowledge what we learned in past weeks like Spring 

core,Maven,Junit,mockito, Spring core, Spring boot, spring MVC and try to solve 

whole long coding question. 

Integerated capability test is of 4 hours, which include all the things what we had 

learned till now. 

It consist of 1 coding question and require full knowledge of all the technologies and 

integrate that to solve the coding question. 

It’s a simple or medium size project, which we get as a question in the Integrated 

capability test within 4 hours. 

It contains the huge waitage in the overall perforamance, the overall performance is 

calculates as the average of the assessment, Integrated capability test, Bussiness unit 

score, Project score. 

We get two attempts to give the integrated capability test, if  we get failed in first 

attempt then, we get second attempt to give integrated capability test. 

And the second attempt is the last attempt to Integrated capability test because failing 

in the second attempt can lead to the termination of the offer said by the HR in the 

one session. 
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2.3  Stage 3 – Deep Niche Skills 

 

Weeks 10,11: 

• Spring REST with Spring 

• Boot,Git,JQuery,Bootstrap 

 

In this part of the time we learned about some advance application development 

technology like Spring REST with spring. Spring Rest is very highly demanding 

technologies today in the market, spring Rest is another very important java framework 

which is used for the application development. 

Spring Rest is fully based on the Spring concept and is very helpful in the application 

development, especially java application development. Spring REST is most advanced 

framework used in the industry to develop the java application. 

Spring Rest uses the rest feature also, which is also very important for the application 

development, the Rest is mostly used in the API and application programming interface is 

based on the http request and http reponse. 

Spring Rest Api is widely used in the Information technology market to develop the 

application development, we can say we must know the basics of the spring and API to 

get started with the Spring API. 

Spring Rest Api is enhanced API tool to use the API features with the spring, if somebody 

is creating the application which is the more modern looking website or application then, 

we can create that application or website with the help of the spring and spring rest Api 

tool. 

Spring Rest Api tool reduces most the developer time and effort and make application 

development more easy to the developer . 

This is the most important and crucial in the application development and make developer 

work easy and less time consuming. 

Spring Rest Api is the tool which must be used in very application  development because 

it is widely used in the Information technology. 
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Spring boot is the modern tool for the development of the application on any platform on 

which we can host the application. 

Spring boot also provide infrastructure support at the developer level and reduces most of 

the time and effort of the developer so, that developer can efficiently develop the 

application within specified time limit. 

Git is the version control tool used for the application development by the developer. 

Developer can develop the application and can change the code from time to time as per 

the time when there is need for the modification by the customer or the by the modern 

time, Git is very famous tool and widely used tool not only in the student community but, 

also in the developer community for the enhancement of the application and better 

development of the application. 

Jquery is another javascript library used widely by the developer in the information 

technology world for the development of the application for the real purpose. Jquery 

makes HTML page more responsive and good looking because it support many features 

which is not there in the previous ones. JQuery is most widely used and important and 

crucial tool for the development of the application which contains the HTML and CSS 

coding. 

Bootstrap is the another library used in the development of the application which uses the 

HTML and CSS codes with Javascript codes. Bootstrap contains open source SVG icon 

library, which is the most used library now a days for the development of the application 

which contains the HTML and CSS code with the javascript code. 
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Weeks 12,13: 

• Bootstrap 

• Angular/React 

• Microservices 

• Cloud(AWS) 

• Splunk 

 

Bootstrap is the another library used in the development of the application which uses the 

HTML and CSS codes with Javascript codes. Bootstrap contains open source SVG icon 

library, which is the most used library now a days for the development of the application 

which contains the HTML and CSS code with the javascript code. 

Angular/React are advance Javascript framework widely used top product based company 

like google or Microsoft for the development of the product. 
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Angular/React are open source framework of the javascript widely used for the 

development of the web based application. 
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Cloud is top trending technology in the market mostly used by the most of the Top 

information technology company like TCS,Cognizant, Wipro and many more for the 

hosting of the application and websites. 

 

In cloud market in todays market we have three leading top players AWS,Azure,GCP, 

these all three are the cloud service provider, have almost same services but, with the 

different name but, the work is the totally some. 

 

I have done one AWS certification  which is AWS certified solution architect associate in 

the year of the 2020. 
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Week 14(continuity) 

MFPE 

Project building 

This is the last phase of the internship in the cognizant, which ends by the project making 

and submitting the project to the mentor for the final verification and evaluation. 

 

Project is yet not assigned to us in the internshipm that’s why I am making this internship 

report for the submission of the alternative of the project work so that our final semester 

result can be declare on time and we all get the result on time. 

In the whole till now we learned various technologies related to the application 

development because my domain was the java developer so, I was trained like java 

developer by the cognizant. 

In the internship we learned this technology: 

HTML and CSS 

Javascript 

MYSQL 

Core Java 

Spring core 

Spring MVC 

Spring BOOT 

Angular/React 

AWS 

Bootstrap 
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Chapter -3 

Conclusion 

3.1 Conclusion 

I am still on the way doing my internship with the cognizant and I have learned so much 

from this internship offered by the internship, rally helped me in shaping my personality 

and equipping me with the knowledge of this technologies. 

My Final internship project is still remaining with cognizant internship and I will give my 

best in doing the internship project. 

I like to thanks in advance to the coaches, SME ,mentor and trainer of cognizant who 

guided me through the whole journey of my internship in cognizant and solved all my 

doubts during the internship. The Coaches, Sme , Mentor and trainer were all of good 

nature and at every moment helped me when I was doing wrong and shaped me during my 

whole internship. 

Specially the my mentor gave his more effort during the internship and passed our all 

query to the higher authority in the company whether it was related to the reattempt of the 

assessment, technical issue faced in the assessment or providing extra time to complete 

the work. 

I would highly recommend my juniors once to prepare well for the offer in the cognizant 

and get the internship apportunity form the cognizant because cognizant is top fortune 

company in the information technology field. 

I like thank you my TNP officer Mr. Pankaj Kumar and Faculty member Dr. Nafis U khan 

sir for their support and hard work during the whole placement process because I know 

how complex is the management of the placement drive. 
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